What is sustainable development?

"Sustainable development is development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs." (Brundtland Report 1987)

Sustainable development in Higher Ed: Where to start?

Curriculum Design – Course Design – Session Design – Sequence Design

What do faculty want / need?

"Case studies related to my context"  "Contact to student organisations"
"Publications in my area"  "A SD framework for my university"
"Work aids for evaluation of competence development"  "Exchange with other faculty"
"A SD framework for my discipline"  "Materials & teaching aids"

What resources does the toolkit provide?

Competence map  Planning & visualisation aids  Pointers to resource collections  Teaching materials linked to competencies  Resources for diagnosis & evaluation

Contact information: Christoph.Meier@unisg.ch / Patrizia.Kuehner@unisg.ch